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Portable Outstation Device - Average Speed Enforcement
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With Home Office Type Approval since September 2011

POD (Portable Outstation Device) is a highly flexible,
portable system that allows for the benefits of average
speed control to be cost effectively applied, over a
large area.
Each POD device can be simply moved between a number of potentially
live locations. Road users see the usual, highly visible cameras, columns
and ‘Average speed check’ signage, but not all cameras or sections are
configured to be live simultaneously. Using this approach, the Police can
choose which enforcement sections they wish to make live, without
significant equipment or operational costs. In addition, the number of
tickets issued to the travelling public is kept to a manageable level,
ensuring that the acceptability of average speed control is maintained,
whilst still covering multiple locations.

POD can be placed inside a local cabinet, creating an entry or exit
enforcement location.

Highways Agency roads will use an

HA600 type cabinet, whilst Local Authority roads can use a
cabinet based pole or two alternative cabinet types.

POD is designed to be easily and safely moved between potential
locations. This process can be completed in a matter of minutes,
requiring very little on-site time. POD relocations would usually
form part of the system’s maintenance agreement.

POD can be pre-configured with site configuration data, allowing
for existing sites to be switched rapidly. This also ensures high
system up-time, with ‘hot swap’ PODs being used to replace the
complete device, rather than trying to fault find at the roadside.
POD being installed inside an HA600 cabinet.
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VYSIONICS SPECS3-POD

Portable Outstation Device - Average Speed Enforcement

SPECS3 POD Operation
The diagram below demonstrates how POD can be operated within a network of roads. Camera columns are located along each route,
typically with a 2 - 4 km spacing. Some of these columns would be inactive or ‘zone’ installations, placed as part of the visual deterrent. A
sub-set of columns would be configured to be potentially live, with POD enabled cabinets. When two POD devices are installed along an
appropriate route/link, the system will be able to enforce journeys between these two pre-configured locations. If the Police then wish to
enforce a different route, the POD devices can be moved to alternative POD enabled locations, allowing for a completely different zone to be
monitored.

POD Configurations
POD uses exactly the same processing hardware, software and cameras as the
standard SPECS3 system, allowing it to operate seamlessly with existing installations.
POD can be housed in a number of cabinet types, as illustrated here. All of these
cabinet types are approved with HOTA for enforcement use.
When POD is not in place, there is no visual indication to drivers that enforcement will
not take place. Consequently, the visual deterrent effect can be applied to multiple
locations. All sites will have the potential to enforce, so even infrequent enforcement
will result in public awareness (through internet forums etc.) that the system could be
live at any time. This maintains the effectiveness of the system over a wide
area, whilst minimising the capital and operational costs.

Vysionics Overview
Vysionics Intelligent Traffic Solutions was formed in 2010, bringing together Speed Check Services and Computer Recognition Systems to
build on both companies’ success and experience in delivering innovative solutions to the traffic technology market.
Vysionics ITS provide a one-stop service for traffic information, management and enforcement solutions from initial consultation, design and
manufacture to installation and on-going maintenance.
SPECS3 POD procurement can be fast-tracked through the
Government Procurement Service Framework, avoiding the
need for costly and time consuming OJEU procurement
procedures.

Vysionics Intelligent Traffic Solutions reserves the right to make changes to the specification and improvements to the product and/
or programs described herein at any time.
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